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Expectations: 

• Dormant Conflicts:  conflicts that existed before deployment can hibernate.  Consider 
counseling to ease you back together and gracefully address those old issues.   

• Anxiety about Changes:  Are you more independent?  Concerned he won’t understand? 
Change is perfectly normal.  You’ve both changed, and that is okay.  Now it is time to 
grow back together!    

• Jealousy:  It is normal to experience feelings of jealousy for both or either spouse.  
Revisit session, titled “What IF vs. What IS”.   (www.operationfaithfulsupport.com) 

Planning Homecoming:  

• Grumpy Soldier:  It is not unusual for an over-whelmed Soldier to be “grumpy” or 
irritable when discussing plans, or when he’s asked to make decisions about 
homecoming.  Oftentimes, he’s simply overwhelmed with the transition and is unable to 
deal with these requests to make detailed decisions regarding complex dynamics.    

• Over-whelmed: Why might a Soldier be overwhelmed with homecoming?   
• When planning Homecoming:  If your soldier seems irritated or frustrated with 

homecoming details, agree to discuss it “later” and come up with flexible plans until he’s 
home.  Then, much like we discussed at “What to Expect for R&R”, give him broad 
options where you work out the details.   

He’s Home:  

• Adjustments to Sleep Schedule:  Adjustments to conflicting sleep schedules can cause 
relational stress.  What are some options for compromise and reintegration of 
schedules?   

• Children:  As we know, children can be demanding at the least and exceptionally noisy at 
times.  Consider keeping a childcare schedule for daily breaks when your Soldier is on 
block leave, and home all day. 

• Both have endured “deployment”:  Not comparing is the first step to respecting the 
distinct role each of you have played for this deployment.  No one wins if we compare 
each unique struggle rather than appreciating it.   



After things settle:   

• Combat Stress Surfaces often when things “calm down”.  Be familiar with what this 
looks like.  One indication a person might be struggling with combat stress is a complete 
180 in his/her opinions, thoughts or behavior.    

• Reintegration takes time:  It took time to grow in your independence as a spouse and it 
will take time to grow back into your relationship as a couple.  This can be bumpy at 
times, but worth the journey in the end.   

• OFS recommends getting help through the reintegration process, alone or as a couple.  
Please establish a relationship with a counselor, an MFLC, a Chaplain, or a pastor who is 
well versed in reintegration issues.  Even the best marriages need a little guidance from 
time to time.   
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Action Assignment:  Write twelve reasons (or more) of why you married your husband and/ or 
your dreams for the future, on small pieces of paper and put them in a box.  When you feel 
frustrated or discouraged, take one out to remind you of what is important. 


